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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) cutters performance dropped and affects the performance of 
drilling efficiency. The objective of this project is to investigate the effect of PDC cutters geometry and optimize their 
geometry features. An intensive study in PDC cutters geometry would help complete the section with high penetration and 
low wear rate. Relatively deepened analysis was carried out and come out with four important geometries features that can 
help in improving the penetration and reduce wear rate. They are chamfer angle, back rake angle, side rake angle and 
diameter. An appropriate optimization method that effectively controls all influential geometries factors during PDC 
cutters manufacturing is therefore critical. By adopting L9 Taguchi OA, the simulation experiment is conducted by using 
explicit dynamics finite element analysis (FEA). A1B1C3D1 are identified as the optimal geometry. The set of optimum 
geometries is identified as the following: chamfer angle of 15°, back rake angle of 0°, side rake angle of 30°, and diameter 
of 8 mm. The optimized PDC bit is expected to drill with high ROP that can reduce the rig time which in its turn, may 
reduce the total drilling cost. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) cutters 
have gained popularity in drilling for petroleum due to its 
long bit life together with its ability to maintain a high 
penetration rate together with an ability to resist wear. One 
of the greatest challenges that any PDC cutters 
manufacturer faces today is the extension of PDC cutters 
application into hard rock drilling, where impact damage, 
heat damage and abrasive wear of PDC cutters limits 
performance. Research and development have been 
focused on better understanding of cutters design with an 
intention to enhance drilling performance. 

Designing a PDC bits with high penetration rate 
and longer cutter life is almost always the objective during 
PDC cutter design optimization. There is a number of 
published studies discussing the effect of PDC cutters 
design on performance of drilling operation. Knowlton [1] 
proposed a modified design of PDC cutter with positive 
rake angle which overcame the difficulties encountered in 
drilling shale formations. Other study, Gerbaud et al. [2] 
adding more complexities to cutter geometry and 
incorporating the chamfer made on some PDC cutters in 
their established model for better drilling efficiencies. 
Generally speaking, bit design optimization refers 
designing a PDC bit with the highest ROP efficiency and 
longest drilling life for given formation properties 
Therefore, to reduce this acrimonious condition, 
optimization technique normally applied to assist 
engineers in identifying the optimal design features during 
their manufacturing process. One of these efficient and 
simple optimization methods is the Taguchi method [3]. 

 
 
 
 

THE TAGUCHI METHOD 
The Taguchi method, also known as “Robust 

Design”, was developed by Dr. Genichi Taguchi [4] and is 
extensively used to optimize the performance 
characteristics in manufacturing process through the 
setting of the design parameters. This method is also 
essential for designing high-quality systems and 
determining the optimum settings for the controllable 
parameters to make the product or process insensitive to 
noise factors [5]. The Taguchi method introduces an 
integrated approach that is simple and efficient for finding 
the best range of designs for quality, performance, and 
computational cost [6]. There are three stages applied in 
this method: (1) system design, (2) parameter design, and 
(3) tolerance design [7]. Of all the three, parameter design 
is often identified as the most crucial and dominant stage 
for process optimization [8]. In general, parameter design 
of the Taguchi method utilizes Orthogonal Array (OA), 
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios, and ANOVA. Taguchi OA is 
a highly fractional orthogonal design used to estimate the 
main effects by only a few experimental or simulation 
runs. Thus, adopting OA can reduce research and 
development costs by simultaneously studying a large 
number of parameters instead of studying one parameter at 
a time as done in traditional methods [9]. Roy [10] further 
discussed the Taguchi concept.  

Taguchi suggests S/N ratio as the objective 
function of the matrix experiment. S/N ratio is used to 
measure the quality characteristics as well as the 
significant parameters through ANOVA. S/N ratio 
characteristics can be categorized into three types: the 
nominal the better, the smaller the better, and the bigger 
the better [11]. The optimum level for a parameter is the 
level that results in the highest value of S/N ratio in the 
experimental region. The maximization of the S/N ratio 
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leads to the minimization of property, which is sensitive to 
noise. The S/N ratio is quoted in dB units and can be 
defined as follows: 
  

        (1) 
 

where MSD is the mean square deviation for the 
responses being studied. Consistent with its use in 
improving quality, the value of S/N is intended to be 
larger; hence, the value of MSD should be small. As there 
are three types of quality characteristics, the value of MSD 
is defined as follows: 
For the smaller the better 
 
       (2) 
 
For the nominal the better: 
 

    (3) 
 
For the bigger the better: 
 

     (4) 
 

where: 
,  and so on = experimental results, observations, or 

quality characteristics 
= target value of results 
 = number of repetition  

 
However, most research based on the Taguchi 

method has been concerned with optimizing only a single 
response or quality characteristic. In reality, determining 
the superlative process parameters and focusing on multi-
responses are intricate tasks but are generally required 
[12]. Based on this fact, the purpose of this paper is to 
develop a new constitutive approach to solve multi-
response problems using the combination of single 
responses through the Taguchi optimization method. To 
demonstrate the significance of this approach, a single 
PDC cutter was used as a specimen. 

Emphasis is given to the improvement of the 
penetration and wear rate properties of the PDC cutters 
using the proposed approach.  By incorporating with finite 
element analysis (FEA), the experimental design uses OA 
L9 for the four controllable factors at three levels of 
chamfer angle, back rake angle, side rake angle and 
diameter to find the optimum combination of factors and 
levels in the cutters manufacturing process. The 
significance of using the proposed approach as the 
optimization method to improve the penetration and wear 
rate of PDC cutters is evaluated. Finally, main graph plot 
is used to determine the optimal geometry combination 
that can simultaneously optimize both of penetration and 
wear rate. 
 
 
 

Development of combination response by using taguchi 
method  

The Taguchi method is a well-known technique 
that provides a systematic and efficient methodology for 
process optimization. Nevertheless, the Taguchi method 
has been widely used for solving single-response problems 
and cannot be used to optimize a multi-response problem. 
Nowadays, more than one quality response is considered 
for most industrial products. Therefore, this article 
proposes a new constitutive approach for multi-response 
problems. In the proposed approach, modification is 
conducted during the analysis phase. Normally, in the 
analysis phase, the S/N ratios are used in the Taguchi 
method to determine the optimal conditions for a single 
response only. 

For example, if response A is studied with the 
smaller the better quality characteristic, the  ratio for 
the  response is as follows: 

 

 
 
For the second single response B, the  ratio is as 
follows: 
 

 
 
where: 

,  and so on = experimental results, observations, or 
quality characteristics 

 = number of repetition 
 

The traditional approach of the Taguchi method 
in analyzing the two single responses, A and B, is usually 
one separately and not simultaneously. To study the two 
responses A and B simultaneously, this article 
recommends the combination of single responses. This can 
be achieved by adding the values of each S/N ratio for 
response A and B as presented in the following equation: 

  
                                               (5) 

 
where: 

 is the  ratios for combining 
responses,  is the value of th   ratio for the single 
response being studied, and  is the number of single 
response.For example, the combination response for the 
single responses A and B can be obtained as follows: 
 

 
 

The maximization of the  ratio leads to the 
minimization of the property sensitive to noise; thus, the 
optimal conditions obtained from the combination of 
single responses give a better combination of quality 
characteristics.  
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METHODOLOGY 
The proposed combination response approach has 

been used to maximize penetration and minimize PDC 
cutters wear rate during drilling operation. The approach 
has also been used to determine the set of optimal cutters 
geometry or levels. 

 
Specimen 
 For the finite element analysis, a single PDC 
cutter with diameters of Ø = 8mm, 13mm and 16mm 
diameter, 8mm height and 2mm diamond table thickness is 
used as a model and is shown in Figure-1. In this study, 
both of penetration and wear rate is simulated by using 
ANSYS explicit dynamic FEA model. The Initial 
Conditions folder includes a Pre-Stress object to control 
the transfer of data from an implicit static or transient 
structural analysis to the explicit dynamics analysis. 
Transferable data include the displacements or the more 
complete Material State (displacements, velocities, 
stresses, strains, and temperature) while the Analysis 
Settings include erosion, boundary condition and body 
interaction are defined under explicit dynamics. 
 

 
 

Figure-1. Geometry and dimension of PDC cutter. 
 
 Angular velocity of 300 rpm is defined as initial 
condition. Other parameters such as force on top of the 
PDC bit, the constant angular velocity of PDC bit and 
fixed support of rock formation are inserted under analysis 
settings. In the real drilling situation, weight on bit (WOB) 
is the weight of the drill pipe up to the surface. This 
weight acting as a force to push the PDC bit into the rock 
formation. In this drilling simulation, the author defined 
the value of WOB as 100,000 Newton. 
 
Geometry parameters and simulation 

The aim of this study is to investigate the effects 
of geometry parameters on the drilling performance 
simulation model, rate of penetration (ROP) is selected as 
the quality characteristic for study. In this FEA simulation, 
four design features are selected according to previous 
investigations: chamfer angle, back rake angle, side rake 
angle and cutter diameter. The geometry parameters and 
level values are shown in Table-1. In this study, L9 (37) 
OA is selected to represent the design of the experiment in 
the simulation experiment. OA is presented in Table-2. 

 

Table-1. Geometry parameters and levels studied. 
 

 
 

Table-2. L9 OA used in simulation experiment. 
 

 
 

In Table-2, the trial numbers indicate the number 
of conducted simulations. In this study, 9 simulations are 
conducted and assigned as Trials 1–9. Factors A–D 
represent the geometry parameters: A for chamfer angle, B 
for back rake angle, C for side rake angle and D for cutter 
diameter (Table-1). All these factors are assigned to 
Columns 1–4. The results representing the ROP values are 
recorded in the final column. All the simulations are run as 
OA presented in Table-2 accordingly. In Trial 1, the 
simulation is conducted by a set of geometry parameters 
including chamfer angle (A) at 15°, back rake angle (B) at 
0°, side rake angle (C) of 0° and chamfer angle (D) of 8 
mm respectively. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Single response analysis 

There are two single responses being studied, 
namely, penetration and wear rate, to represent the 
performance of PDC cutter. Instead of using the average 
value to analyze the penetration and wear rate, this study 
uses the S/N ratio approach to convert the simulation 
results as a single response. As the objective of this study 
is maximize penetration and minimize PDC cutters wear 
rate through optimum geometry combination, ‘‘the bigger 
the better’’ quality characteristic is adopted to penetration 
rate response, while ‘‘the smaller the better’’ quality 
characteristic is adopted to wear rate response. The S/N 
ratios for single response of penetration and wear rate are 
listed in Table-3. For the single response, the penetration 
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and wear rate are denoted as S/N1(penet.) and S/N2(wear), 
respectively. 
 

Table-3. S/N ratio for single response. 
 

 
 

Combination response analysis 
The single responses of penetration rate and wear 

rate are studied simultaneously by combining all the 
values of S/N ratios. In this case, the combination 
responses are obtained by adding the values of S/N1(penet.) 
and S/N2(wear) as presented in Equation. (5). Moreover, in 
this study, the combination response of penetration rate 
and wear rate is assigned as S/N3(combined). As shown in 
Table 3 and using trial no. 1 as example, the values of S/N 
ratio for penetration rate (denoted as S/N1(penet.)) and wear 
rate (denoted as S/N2(wear)) are 62.24 dB and 30.12 dB, 
respectively. The addition of these S/N ratios gives the 
S/N ratio for the combination response equal to 92.36 dB. 
Table-4 lists the S/N ratios of the 9 trials for the 
combination response quoted in dB. Using the results of 
the single and combination responses in Tables-3 and 
Table-4, the optimal geometry or levels are determined 
further. 
 

Table-4. S/N ratio for combined response. 
 

 
 

Optimal cutter geometry and levels 
To determine the optimal geometry parameters 

for single and combination responses, the main effects of 
the results presented in Tables-3 and 4 are computed. 
Figure-2 shows the main effect plot for combined 
response. 

 

 
 

Figure-2. Main effect plot for combined response. 
 

The main effects graph clearly shows that the 
cutters geometry parameters critically affect the 
performance of PDC cutters. Each of the geometry 
parameters is dependent on each other. Any change in 
chamfer angle, back rake angle, side rake angle and cutters 
diameter leads to a significant improvement or degradation 
in penetration and wear rate of PDC cutters. Thus, 
optimizing all the influencing cutters geometry effectively 
is critically important. In this study, the larger the better 
quality characteristic is chosen in optimizing the cutters 
geometry parameters. The values of S/N ratio are intended 
to be large, where a high value of S/N ratio implies that 
the signal is much higher than the random effect of noise 
factors. The geometry with the highest S/N always yield 
the optimum quality with minimum variance [10]. Hence, 
in this study, the cutters geometry parameters with the 
highest S/N ratio result in a higher value of penetration 
rate and lower value of wear rate. All the optimal 
geometry parameters are highlighted in circles in Figure-2. 

For the combination responses (S/N3(combined)), 
A1B1C3D1 are identified as the optimal geometry. The set 
of optimum geometries is identified as the following: 
chamfer angle of 15°, back rake angle of 0°, side rake 
angle of 30°, and diameter of 8 mm. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

The Taguchi method’s OA and main effects 
analysis was recommended as a way of efficiently 
optimizing the PDC cutters design in improving the 
penetration and wear rate for efficient drilling operation. 
By combining the responses to be studied, the results 
exhibited that the optimal combination of geometries for 
the PDC cutter to achieve maximum penetration rate and 
minimize wear rate was determined as A1B1C3 and D1.  
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